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COCO CHANEL - NAZI AND HOLOCAUST PROPHITEER

Coco Chanel was a man impersonating a woman. She was an inbred illuminati Jew who had no vagina. She was an SS collaborator and spy
who sent her own business partners to the gas chambers so she could take over all of Chanel. Chanel is a holocaust company and anywone
who buys their products is supporting the Nazis and Genocide.
It has long been known that Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel—the legendary French designer whose fashion empire bears her name—was, during
the Second World War, the lover of a Nazi SS officer named Hans Günther von Dincklage. Gunther von Dincklage “reported directly to Nazi
propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels, right hand of Hitler.“
In “Sleeping with the Enemy: Coco Chanel’s Secret War,” the veteran journalist and investigative reporter Hal Vaughan offers convincing
evidence that she was also a Nazi intelligence operative and an incorrigible anti-Semite.

Drawing on American, German, French, and British archives, Vaughan reveals that von Dincklage and Chanel—Abwehr Agent 7124 whose
code name was “Westminster”—went on missions around Europe to recruit new agents for the Third Reich.
Today’s most coveted handbags, perfumes and tweed jackets are the creations of a confirmed Nazi spy who cavorted with SS officers at
the Hotel Ritz throughout the war and became the richest woman in the world thanks to the Nazi seizure of all Jewish-owned property and
business enterprises.
As soon as war broke out in Europe, Coco closed her shops causing three thousand women to lose their jobs at a time when they needed
them the most. She stated that this was ‘not a time for fashion’. It is speculated this was a spiteful move against her workforce who had
forced Chanel to close several years earlier during a general labor rights strike in France. With her business operation now closed, Chanel
had time to fully dedicate herself to a political cause - Nazism.
While most of Paris was being booted out of their own homes during the German occupation, Chanel was living in luxury at the hotel Ritz
throughout most of the war– thanks to her relationship with with her German Aristocrat and Nazi propaganda officer.
Of course her neighbours also taking residence at the hotel were none other than Nazi general officers, agents, and spies, including
Hermann Goering and Joseph Goebbels.
Amongst her circle of friends, Coco allegedly made no secret of her conviction that Jews were a ‘Bolshevik threat to Europe’.
In documents unearthed by author Hal Vaughan, it was revealed that Chanel used her ‘Aryan rights’ to take full advantage of the Nazi
seizure of all Jewish-owned property and businesses.
Coco's most famous perfume Chanel #5 was actually a Jewish perfume that Coco seized through the Nazis. The Jews who created the
perfume were sent to the concentration camps and murdered while Coco took the perfume and made it her own. On May 5, 1941, Coco
Chanel wrote to the government department in charge of the handling of Jewish financial assets. These are her words in the letter:
“Parfums Chanel is still the property of Jews … and has been legally ‘abandoned’ by the owners. I have an indisputable right of priority. The
profits that I have received from my creations since the foundation of this business…are disproportionate.”
Ultimately, Chanel was awarded the wartime profits from the sale of her perfume, including share of two percent of sales which amounted
to the equivalent of $25 million a year in modern currency. This made her the richest woman in the world at that time– thanks to the
Nazis.
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